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Controlling congestion on complex 
networks: fairness, efficiency and 
network structure
Ľuboš Buzna  1 & Rui Carvalho2
We consider two elementary (max-flow and uniform-flow) and two realistic (max-min fairness and 
proportional fairness) congestion control schemes, and analyse how the algorithms and network 
structure affect throughput, the fairness of flow allocation, and the location of bottleneck edges. The 
more realistic proportional fairness and max-min fairness algorithms have similar throughput, but path 
flow allocations are more unequal in scale-free than in random regular networks. Scale-free networks 
have lower throughput than their random regular counterparts in the uniform-flow algorithm, which 
is favoured in the complex networks literature. We show, however, that this relation is reversed on all 
other congestion control algorithms for a region of the parameter space given by the degree exponent 
γ and average degree 〈k〉. Moreover, the uniform-flow algorithm severely underestimates the network 
throughput of congested networks, and a rich phenomenology of path flow allocations is only present 
in the more realistic α-fair family of algorithms. Finally, we show that the number of paths passing 
through an edge characterises the location of a wide range of bottleneck edges in these algorithms. 
Such identification of bottlenecks could provide a bridge between the two fields of complex networks 
and congestion control.
Twenty-first century life depends on the reliability of critical infrastructure networks. Because of high construc-
tion costs, these networks often end up operating close to the unstable region: a small increase in flow leads to net-
work congestion or even shut-down1–4. Without properly designed congestion control, the consequences can be 
catastrophic, as in the congestion collapse on the Internet5. In 1986, the Internet (then ARPANet) was a slow (56 
Kbps) and small network with a large number of hosts (5,089)6. In October that year, the link between University 
of California, Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (360 m long) suffered a drop in flow rate by 
three orders of magnitude from 32 Kbps to 40 bps. The reason for the collapse is the control mechanism imple-
mented at the time, which focused on congestion at the receiver. The bottleneck, however, was congestion on the 
network. Two years later, Van Jacobson redesigned the TCP congestion control algorithm7, enabling the Internet 
to expand in size and speed. Today, we need algorithms to share scarce network resources during times of crises8, 9. 
In the future, we will require algorithms to share the capacity of electrical distribution networks for the charging 
of electric vehicles4. Moreover, when transport becomes autonomous, we may need algorithms to ease traffic 
congestion10, 11, and an understanding of the role of fairness, efficiency and network structure on such algorithms 
could improve the way society manages transportation. These challenges revive the topic of congestion control 
and uncover a new range of problems of network design at the interface between physics, engineering and the 
social sciences4, 8, 12–15. Although much work has been done to characterise congestion control mechanisms5, 16–18  
and the topology of large random networks19–23, little is known about the effect of network structure on conges-
tion control. Furthermore, while congestion control methods have been in operation in communication networks 
since the 1980s, the relative performance of these algorithms on large random networks remains elusive.
A network is at the onset of congestion when at least one edge is carrying traffic at its capacity24. When there 
is an attempt to increase traffic on that edge beyond its capacity, the network becomes congested, and the flow 
on the edge does not increase any further, even if the traffic load presented to the edge increases. In modelling 
congested complex networks, researchers typically look for the value of a control parameter for which the net-
work reaches the onset of congestion. Studies have focused on the onset of congestion as a function of network 
structure and parameters25, optimal topologies for local search with congestion26–28, scaling of fluctuations in a 
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model of an M/M/1 queueing system29, improved routeing protocols30, the impact of community structure on 
the transport of information31, an edge weighting rule to lower costs with node capacity and increase the packet 
generation rate at the onset of congestion32, and the emergence of extreme events in interdependent networks33. 
These studies have the limitation that the sending frequency of packets (or rate) is uniform on the network and, 
consequently, the transition from free flow to congestion is determined by the nodes with the largest betweenness 
centrality. Hence, only the node(s) with the largest betweenness are fully utilised at the onset of congestion, and 
thus this method considerably underestimates the flow that congested networks can transport (see Methods, 
Section ‘Uniform-flow’). While traditionally network flows are modelled by maximising the network throughput 
(max-flow) or minimising the costs (minimum-cost), such efficient allocations can leave some users with zero 
flow, an unfair solution from the user point of view. Congestion control algorithms solve these problems by 
achieving cost-effective and scalable network protocols that well utilise the network capacity, sharing it among 
users in a fair way. These algorithms allocate path flows to paths connecting source to sink nodes. In doing so, 
they capture fairness by a family of user utility functions, called α-fair18, 34:
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where j = 1, …, R is a path (or user), and ƒj is the path flow assigned to path j. The algorithms maximise the aggre-
gate utility α α= ∑ =U U f( ) ( , )jR j j1 , under the constraint that the path flows are feasible, i.e., all path flows are 
non-negative and no edge flow exceeds edge capacity.
For α = 0, we recover the max-flow (MF) allocation that maximises the network throughput35 = ∑ =U f(0) jR j1 . 
For α = 1, we find the proportional fairness (PF) allocation, an algorithm that manages congestion via Lagrange 
multipliers, which can be interpreted as an edge price. The proportional fairness optimisation problem is convex, 
and Slater’s qualification constraint implies that its primal and dual formulations are equivalent36. The primal 
problem is solved for the path flows, whereas the dual is solved for the Lagrange multipliers or shadow prices. 
Both the primal and the dual problems can be posed as decentralised optimisation problems and solved as a sys-
tem of coupled ODEs37, which is much more efficient in large real-world networks than centralised control. 
Algorithmically, in the primal problem, source nodes ramp up the path flow additively but decrease it multiplica-
tively if at least one edge of the path is used close to capacity. The size of the system of coupled ODEs in the primal 
is determined by the number of paths in the network; in contrast, the number of ODEs in the dual is given by the 
number of network edges and is thus only dependent on network structure. Hence, if the number of paths is 
much larger than the number of network edges it is preferable to solve the dual instead of the primal5, 8, 37. The 
max-min fairness (MMF) allocation is defined by α = ∞ in Eq. (1); it is typically found, however, with a more 
efficient algorithm that maximises the use of network resources by users with the minimum allocation. Once 
these’poor‘ users get the largest possible allocation, the process repeats iteratively for the next less well-off users16, 38. 
Intuitively, a set of path flows is max-min fair if the wealthy can only get wealthier by making the poor even 
poorer. The uniform-flow (UF) problem is determined by the maximisation of the aggregate utility U(α) any 
α ≥ 0, with the added constraint that all path flows are the same, which implies the optimum is independent of α. 
The α-fairness utility function provides a social planner with a way to understand the trade-off between efficiency 
(α = 0) and a continuum of models of fairness, such as proportional fairness (α = 1) and max-min fairness 
(α = ∞)16–18, 37–42. The proportional fairness allocation is especial because the system and the users simultane-
ously maximise their utility functions, and because it is implemented in communication networks5 (see Methods, 
Section ‘The mathematics of congestion control’).
Results
To gain insights into the behaviour of the α-fairness family of algorithms, and to illustrate the phenomenon of 
congestion collapse, we first analyse the network throughput on a ring lattice. We consider a simple protocol that 
distributes edge capacity proportionally to flows on the paths that pass through an edge (see Methods, Section 
‘Avoiding congestion collapse on the ring lattice’). A long path, which uses all network edges, competes for flow 
with a set of short paths that use only two edges each. Individual paths may increase the flow they inject into 
the network with the aim of raising their edge capacity quota; queues then build up at the nodes, and the lattice 
becomes congested. Surprisingly, as the injected flow grows, the network throughput does not converge to an 
upper bound as intuitively expected, but to zero. This collapse, however, can be avoided if we control congestion 
with the α-fair family of algorithms of Eq. (1). Intuitively, network throughput should decrease with an increase 
in α, so that it is larger or equal for max-flow than for proportional fairness, greater or equal for proportional 
fairness than for max-min fairness, and in turn larger or the same for max-min fairness than for uniform-flow. 
In other words: we expect that the price to pay for increasing equity is a decrease in throughput, such that the 
proportional fairness allocation is a trade-off between efficiency (max-flow) and fairness (max-min fairness, and 
uniform-flow). Our intuition is right for small ring lattices, but as the number of nodes in the ring grows through-
put in the proportionally fair and max-flow allocations converge. Indeed, proportional fairness penalises long 
paths because these use more network resources than short paths. As the size of the ring grows, the long path 
uses a higher proportion of network capacity, thus getting less and less flow, and proportional fairness converges 
to max-flow. In contrast, max-min fairness yields a lower throughput than these two protocols because it assigns 
the same allocation to all paths (see Methods, Section’Avoiding congestion collapse on the ring lattice’). Hence, 
the ring lattice illustrates the counter-intuitive phenomena of congestion collapse, as well as, in the presence of 
congestion control, the surprising converge of proportional fairness to max-flow as the ring size grows. These 
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observations made on a regular network structure with a regular structure of paths are in sharp contrast with our 
findings on random networks.
We next study the effect of controlling congestion on scale-free (SF) (with exponent 2 < γ < 3), Erdös-Rényi 
(ER), and random regular (RR) substrate networks with average node degree 3 ≤ K ≤ 8. Flows take place on 
a transport overlay network, which is the subgraph formed by a set of R shortest paths, chosen with uniform 
probability among all possible shortest paths on the substrate network (see Methods, Section ‘Network Models’). 
From now on, we consider only the ‘transport overlay network’ when we refer to random networks and omit this 
term from the text. We now ask the question: to what extent is being fair compatible with maximising network 
throughput on random networks?
To analyse the interplay between algorithms and network structure, we next compute ‘the price of fairness’43, 
that is the relative system efficiency loss under a ‘fair’ allocation compared to the one that maximises the sum of 
user utilities:
= −PoF F
F
( , ) 1 ( , )
(MF, )
,
(2)
F N
F N
N
where ∈ {MF, PF, MMF, UF}  is the algorithm (max-flow, proportional fairness, max-min fairness, or 
uniform-flow), and F NF( , ) is the throughput of the algorithm   for the chosen network structure. We denote 
the network structure by  , such that for scale-free networks we write γ= k R: SF( , , ) , and we characterise 
Erdös-Rényi networks (γ = ∞) by  = ∞ k R: ER( , , ). Moreover, we write  γ= k R: RR( , , ) to denote the 
corresponding random regular networks both for scale-free and Erdös-Rényi networks (see Methods, Section 
‘Network Models’). The efficient algorithm (max-flow) has a price of fairness of zero, whereas an algorithm that 
results in zero network throughput has a price of fairness of one. Figure 1(A) shows that in contrast to the ring 
lattice, the price of fairness of proportional fairness in random networks is larger than zero, and of comparable 
magnitude to the price of fairness of max-min fairness, for all network structures we analysed, showing that the 
throughput of proportional fairness now approaches max-min fairness. To characterise the fairness of each algo-
rithm, we show the inequality of path flows in Fig. 1B by the Gini coefficient (see Methods, Section ‘Gini 
coefficient’).
An ideal congestion control algorithm would have high throughput (low price of fairness) and low inequality 
(low Gini coefficient) for any network structure. However, such general algorithm does not exist, because the 
maximisation of throughput leads to inequality. Indeed, to maximise throughput in a network with constant 
edge capacity, a few paths receive all the network capacity of the edges they pass through, whereas a majority of 
paths will be allocated zero path flow (see Fig. 2C). The coexistence of both types of paths leads to the vast ine-
quality in path flows. The α-fairness family of algorithms increases the equity of path flows with increasing α. As 
a consequence, however, α-fairness lowers network throughput as α increases from α = 0 (max-flow) to α = ∞ 
(max-min fairness), and this mechanism captures the efficiency-fairness trade-off.
Figure 1. (A) Mean of the price of fairness (PoF) and (B) Gini coefficient of path flows for each congestion 
control algorithm in Erdös-Rényi and scale-free networks (and their random regular counterparts) with 
R = 15000 paths. For each network structure, we average over 20 randomly generated networks with N = 2000 
nodes. Whiskers show the 95% confidence intervals. We average the price of fairness and Gini coefficient over 
the mean degree 〈k〉 = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and the power-law exponent γ = {2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7, 2.9} for scale-free 
(SF(γ, 〈k〉, R)) and the corresponding random regular (RR(γ, 〈k〉, R)) networks, but only over 〈k〉 for Erdös-
Rényi (SF(γ = ∞ 〈k〉, R)) and the corresponding random regular (RR(∞, 〈k〉, R)) networks.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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Figure 1(A) and (B) show that the efficient algorithm (max-flow) has a high level of inequality (high Gini coef-
ficient) and uniform-flow has low throughput (high price of fairness), thus illustrating why there is little incentive 
to implement these algorithms in the real-world, despite the recent interest on uniform-flow25–33. In contrast, 
proportional fairness and max-min fairness are trade-offs between efficiency and fairness, as illustrated by the 
mid-range values of the price of fairness and Gini coefficient for all network structures analysed. Taken together, 
these features uncover the effect in network throughput and fairness of elementary (max-flow and uniform-flow) 
versus elaborate (proportional fairness and max-min fairness) congestion control algorithms.
We observe in Fig. 1A that for max-flow, max-min fairness and proportional fairness, the price of fairness is 
largely independent of network structure. Similarly, Fig. 1B shows that for max-flow, the inequality of path flows 
(measured by the Gini coefficient) is also largely independent of network structure. These observations suggest 
that proportional fairness and max-min fairness are similar algorithms with only minor dependence on network 
structure. Surprisingly, however, the inequality of path flow allocations for proportional fairness and max-min 
fairness depends mainly on network structure (see Fig. 1B). Hence, network designers that implement conges-
tion control should be aware that scale-free and random regular network structures have similar throughput, but 
scale-free topologies induce larger inequality in path flows. This is especially important, because proportional 
fairness is often implemented in real-world networks (e.g., the Internet), and the effect of network structure on 
the inequality of path flows is revealed by our study of the α-fairness family of algorithms, but cannot be disentan-
gled from an analysis of max-flow or uniform-flow only. Thus, previous studies of max-flow (large inequality)44, 45  
and uniform-flow25–33 (no inequality) miss the effect of network structure on the inequality of path flow alloca-
tions, and our study is a natural extension to congestion control algorithms of the body of work in the complex 
networks literature.
To study the effect of demand on the throughput and inequality of path flows, we analyse how these quan-
tities vary with the number R of shortest paths in the network, and we study networks with k = 3 and γ = 2.1. 
Figure 2A is a plot of network throughput as the number R of shortest paths grows. The Gini coefficient, plot 
in Fig. 2B, quantifies the growth in the inequality of path flows as a function of R (see Methods, Section ‘Gini 
coefficient’). Network throughput increases with the number of paths, since the capacity of more edges is used. 
Because the network size is fixed, however, the growth in throughput slows down inevitably as more paths are 
Figure 2.  (A) Average network throughput and (B) Average Gini coefficient of path flows in scale-free and 
random regular networks for γ = 2.1 and 〈K〉 = 3 as a function of the number R of shortest paths for max-flow, 
proportional fairness, max-min fairness, and uniform-flow. (C) The average fraction of paths that are allocated 
zero flow by the max-flow algorithm as a function of the number R of shortest paths in scale-free networks 
(γ = 2.1, 〈K〉 = 3), Erdös-Rényi networks (〈K〉 = 3), and their random counterparts. For each network structure, 
we average over 20 randomly generated networks with N = 2000 nodes. Whiskers show the 95% confidence 
intervals.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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added to the network. The asymptotic value of throughput, and the way this slowing down takes place character-
ises the efficiency of the algorithm and network structure. Figure 2A, shows that the increase in throughput with 
R is much slower for uniform-flow than for the other algorithms. This result illustrates the poor performance of 
uniform-flow for a broad range of R values and thus complements Fig. 1, which compares algorithms only for 
R = 1500. The throughput and Gini coefficient curves do not intersect in Fig. 2, and thus the relative performance 
of algorithms does not change much with R.
In max-flow, the path flow allocations share edge capacity on min-cuts among a relatively small number of 
paths, leaving most paths with zero flow (see Fig. 2C), thus creating a large inequality in the assignment of path 
flows. Although max-flow is an extreme case, because it is the only analysed algorithm that can leave paths with 
zero flow, inequality is present in all congestion control algorithms. Indeed, the increase in throughput with R 
is also accompanied by a raise in the inequality of path flow allocations in max-flow, proportional fairness and 
max-min fairness.
Traditionally, congestion control algorithms have been designed to counter-balance the phenomenon that 
max-flow may exclude some paths (i.e., users) from using the network. However, little is known about the behav-
iour of these algorithms as a function of network structure. Here we take a step towards filling this gap by analys-
ing the effect on network throughput of varying γ and 〈k〉. To do this, we consider the relative throughput,
ρ
γ
γ
=
F k R
F k R
( , ) (
, SF( , , ))
( , RR( , , ))
,
(3)
F N
F
F
where F(.) is the network throughput,   is the fairness algorithm, and   identifies the network structure and 
parameters (γ = ∞ denotes Erdös-Rényi and their random regular networks). The ratio ρ( , )F N  isolates the effect 
of node degree distribution in throughput by comparing scale-free and Erdös-Rényi networks against the null 
model of random regular networks (see Methods, Section ‘Network Models’). We observe that 
F Nρ =→ −lim ( , ) 1k N( 1)  because both networks in the ratio converge to fully connected graphs in this limit. 
Together with the relative network throughput, we consider the number φ i( , ) of paths passing through edge i:
 ∑ϕ =
=
i H( , ) ,
(4)j
R
ij
1
where H is the edge-path incidence matrix (see Methods, Section ‘The mathematics of congestion control’). 
Because edge capacity is one (c i =  1), the path f lows assigned by uniform-flow are given by 
ϕ = …i i E1/ max { ( , ) 1, , }. Thus we have the exact relation between ρ and ϕ for uniform-flow:
ρ
ϕ γ
ϕ γ
=
〈 〉
〈 〉
.
k R i
k R i
(UF, )
max (RR( , , ), )
max (SF( , , ), ) (5)
i
i

We found, ρ <(UF, ) 1 for all γ and 〈k〉, due to the higher maximum concentration of paths in scale-free 
networks than in random regular networks, i.e. ϕ γ ϕ γ〈 〉 > 〈 〉k R i k R imax (SF( , , ), ) max (RR( , , ), )
i i
, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3A.
Similarly to uniform-flow, we could expect ρ <( , ) 1F N  for all values of γ and 〈k〉 Surprisingly, however, as 
Fig. 3B–D show, ρ( , )F N  can be smaller or larger than one depending on the region of parameter space (γ, 〈k〉). 
Moreover, the dividing line ρ =( , ) 1F N  is largely independent of the algorithm, indicating that network struc-
ture is the primary factor behind the relative throughput ρ( , )F N  in the α-fairness family. The network structure 
is, however, not the only parameter influencing ρ( , )F N . To show the effect of algorithms on ρ( , )F N , we analyse 
small values of γ and 〈k〉 in Fig. 2A and Fig. 3B–D. For γ = 2.1, 〈k〉 = 3 and R = 15000, throughput in max-flow is 
24% higher for scale-free than for random regular networks. For proportional fairness and max-min fairness, 
however, this value increases to 63% and 68%, respectively, disentangling flow in scale-free and random regular 
networks in this region of parameter space, as can be observed on the highlighted cells of the heatmaps in Fig. 3B–D. 
Figure 2A shows that this happens because for R = 15 000 proportionally fair and max-min fair throughput satu-
rate in random regular networks, while throughput steadily grows with R in max-flow and all algorithms in 
scale-free networks.
Figure 3B–D show the dividing line between ρ( , )F N  smaller and larger than one in parameter space. This 
dividing line is approximately the same in all α-fairness algorithms. Hence, we make use of structural network 
measures to gain insights on system behaviour on both sides of the line. We consider two main factors that influ-
ence network throughput. First, path length affects network throughput because paths transport a constant path 
flow on each of their edges. Hence, paths consume capacity from each edge they pass through, and thus the longer 
they are the larger the number of edges that have their available capacity reduced. Second, the pattern of path 
intersections influences throughput because these networks have limited edge capacity (c = 1). Indeed, if a large 
number of paths pass through a limited set of edges, network throughput is restricted by the pattern of path inter-
sections, because the limited capacity of these edges is shared among this large set of paths. In contrast, path flows 
and network throughput are larger if routeing is such that paths broadly avoid each other. We use ϕ i( , )  as a 
simple measure to characterise the pattern of path intersections. To uncover the behaviour of path length and 
path intersections, we select two cells in the heatmap: (γ  = 2.1, 〈k〉 = 3) to represent F Nρ <( , ) 1 and (γ = 2.5, 
〈k〉 = 8) for ρ >( , ) 1F N .
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To shed light on the mechanisms that explain the surprising F Nρ >( , ) 1 region, we show in Fig. 3E and G the 
histogram of path length, and in Fig. 3F and H the histograms of ϕ i( , ) for two selected representative cells. Why 
do random regular networks accommodate higher flow than scale-free for ρ <( , ) 1F N ? An analysis of the cell 
(γ = 2.5, 〈k〉 = 8) shows the probability distribution of path length is similar in scale-free and random regular 
networks (see Fig. 3E). However, the distribution of the number ϕ i( , ) of paths passing through an edge i is 
heavy-tailed for scale-free, but not for random regular networks: a relatively large number of edges are crossed by 
many paths in scale-free than in random regular networks (see Fig. 3F). This heavy-tailed distribution of ϕ i( , )  
is an indicator of edge congestion in scale-free networks. Moreover, in random regular networks, we observe that 
a small number of paths pass through many edges, but not, as one would expect in congested networks, that a 
large number of paths pass through a limited number of edges. Hence, the distribution of ϕ i( , )  illustrates why 
congestion tends to be higher in scale-free than random regular networks for F Nρ <( , ) 1. Why do scale-free 
Figure 3. Heatmaps of the relative throughput F Nρ( , ) for uniform-flow, panel (A), and the α-fairness family 
of algorithms (max-flow, proportional fairness and max-min fairness), panels (B) to (D). We highlight the (light 
blue dashed) line that separates the regions ρ <( , ) 1F N  and ρ >( , ) 1F N . Moreover, we highlight two heatmap 
cells in all α-fairness algorithms, to represent the regions F Nρ( , ) smaller (γ = 2.5, 〈k〉 = 8) and larger (γ = 2.1, 
〈k〉 = 3) than one. Panels (E) to (H) show the histogram of path length and the number φ i( , )  of paths passing 
through edge i. Panels (E) and (F) examine the heatmap cell (γ = 2.5, 〈k〉 = 8), for which ρ <( , ) 1F N , whereas 
panels G) and H) analyse the heatmap cell (γ = 2.1, 〈k〉 = 3), for which F Nρ >( , ) 1. For each network 
structure, we average over 20 randomly generated networks with N = 2000 nodes and R = 15000 shortest paths.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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networks accommodate higher flow than random regular for ρ >( , ) 1F N ? An analysis of the cell (γ = 2.1, 
〈k〉 = 3) shows two effects. First, paths are significantly longer in random regular ( = .l 8 1) than in scale-free 
networks ( = .l 4 3). Longer paths in random regular networks consume more network resources and also inter-
sect with other paths more often than in the region ρ <( , ) 1F N , and thus will be more congested than shorter 
paths. Second, we only observe higher values of ϕ i( , ) in scale-free networks than in random regular networks 
for a small numbers of edges. This small number of congested edges is not, however, large enough to invert the 
ratio F Nρ( , ). Taken together, these two effects make possible that scale-free networks accommodate larger flow 
than random regular for low values of γ and 〈k〉.
Currently, researchers find the onset of congestion in complex networks from betweenness centrality26–33, a 
measure that captures the number of paths that cross through nodes or edges22. This uniform-flow approach finds 
the onset of congestion by locating the node or edge with the highest betweenness centrality, which is crossed 
by the largest number of paths. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate, however, that uniform-flow severely underestimates 
throughput in the α-fair family of algorithms at the onset of congestion, because it allocates path flows by sharing 
only the capacity of the most congested node or edge among the paths that pass through it. The uniform-flow 
algorithm thus allocates path flows globally by maximising locally the path flows that cross through the most 
congested edge. Hence structural measures, such as betweenness centrality, that determine the uniform-flow allo-
cation analytically, might not be good predictors of network throughput in more realistic congestion algorithms.
Here we are interested in the question of whether the number of paths passing through individual edges can 
be used to locate bottleneck edges in the α-fair family of algorithms. To investigate this problem, we use ϕ i( , ) 
as a measure of edge load that, similarly to betweenness centrality, captures the interaction between paths on 
network edges. Edge betweenness centrality counts the number of shortest paths, which connect all possible 
source-sink pairs, passing through an edge. In contrast, ϕ i( , )  counts the number of paths passing through the 
edge, which depends on the particular routeing used, but not just on shortest path routeing. Here, edge between-
ness correlates with ϕ i( , ), however, because we select shortest paths with uniform probability from all shortest 
paths.
Figure 4(A–C) show that if the number R of paths is sufficiently large, edges with high value ϕ i( , ) are used 
up to capacity (i.e., are bottleneck edges), with negligible standard deviation. To further relate the number of 
paths that cross through each edge with the location of bottleneck edges, we show in Fig. 4D–F the frequency of 
bottleneck (shaded) and non-bottleneck (clear) edges as a function of ϕ i( , )  for proportional fairness (see 
Fig. S1 of the Supplementary Information for max-min fairness and max-flow). An analysis of the shaded area on 
the tail of the distributions shows that a large percentage of edges with high ϕ i( , ) are bottlenecks. For example, 
if we consider the 10% of edges with the largest value of ϕ i( , ) in SF(2.1, 3, 15 000) (ER(∞, 4, 15 000)), we find 
that on average [MF = 95.3, PF = 95.3, MMF = 95.1]% ([MF = 99.0, PF = 99.3, MMF = 95.6]%) of these are bot-
tlenecks, representing [12.8, 21.5, 22.8]% ([12.4, 21.5, 27.7]%) of all bottleneck edges (the first value, enclosed in 
squared brackets, corresponds to max-flow, the second value to proportional fairness and the third value to 
max-min fairness). Thus, we find that, apart from a few exceptions, edges with high ϕ i( , ) are bottlenecks. These 
results are largely independent of the congestion control algorithm (parameter α) and of the network topology 
(exponent γ and average node degree 〈k〉). Our numerical analysis generalises the reasoning that congestion can 
be characterised by the structure of paths, and can be interpreted as an extension of the analytical results for 
uniform-flow26–33 to the more realistic α-fair family of congestion control algorithms combined with routeing 
that is determined or approximated by shortest paths.
The relation between the routeing of paths and the location of congested edges is crucial for both network 
designers and operators. Network designers wish to anticipate the location of bottlenecks during the design stage, 
so as to avoid weak links in the areas with the highest expected traffic, and to place the sensor and communi-
cation network infrastructure so as to minimise expenses with the overlaid control network. Likewise, network 
operators wish to determine the links that require a capacity upgrade if routeing changes. Hence, predicting the 
location of bottleneck edges from the routeing of paths, may be important in real-world networks that implement 
congestion control algorithms (e.g., the TCP/IP Internet congestion control protocol implements proportional 
fairness).
Discussion
We first analysed the trade-off between the efficiency and fairness of the α-fair family of congestion control algo-
rithms in random networks. We found that the proportional and max-min fairness algorithms generate similar 
throughput when results are averaged over the range of network parameters and benchmarked against the null 
model of random regular networks. This is significant because, in real-world systems that resemble random net-
works, a network operator can choose to implement proportional fairness instead of max-min fairness (the fair 
algorithm) with little sacrifice in fairness and throughput, and with surprisingly simple decentralised algorithms5. 
We also found that the inequality of path flows in proportional and max-min fairness depends on the struc-
ture of the network: path flows are considerably more unequal in scale-free than in random regular networks. 
Moreover, we showed that max-flow creates high inequality in path flow allocations and uniform-flow generates 
low throughput, and thus these two algorithms are too elementary to be implemented in real-world networks.
We next characterised the growth in the network throughput and Gini coefficient as a function of the number 
R of shortest path for a chosen scale-free network structure (γ = 2.1, 〈k〉 = 3) and the corresponding random 
regular structure. We found that the price to pay for the increase in throughput as we independently increase R or 
decrease α is an increase in the inequality of path flow allocations. We found inequality present in all algorithms, 
but prevalent in max-flow. Indeed, we showed that max-flow assigns zero path flow to a substantial fraction of 
paths, thus creating a significant inequality in the allocation of path flows. Our analysis indicates that these results 
are consistent across a wide range of the number R of paths in the network.
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Whereas this broad analysis over network parameters or a chosen network structure starts to disentangle the 
fairness of algorithms as a function of network structure, we next showed it is not enough to fully describe the 
network throughput. We compared the network throughput in congestion control algorithms with the null model 
of random regular networks in the parameter space formed by the node degree distribution exponent γ, and the 
average node degree 〈k〉. For the uniform-flow algorithm, we found that random regular networks, which have 
a more homogeneous node degree distribution than scale-free, systematically transport less flow than scale-free 
networks on the onset of congestion. Surprisingly, for the α-fair family of algorithms, we found that random 
regular networks can support less or more flow than scale-free, depending on the region of the parameter space. 
Moreover, we showed that the dividing line between these two regions of parameter space can be justified by 
Figure 4. (A–C) Average edge flow vs. the number of paths ϕ i( , )  computed from 20 random realisations with 
N = 2000 for Erdös-Rényi networks ER(∞, 4, 15 000), and for the two classes of scale-free networks on the 
highlighted cells in Fig. 3B–D, i.e., SF(2.1, 3, 15 000) and SF(2.5, 8, 15 000). The insets show the corresponding 
values of the standard deviation, illustrating that the predictability of bottleneck location improves with the 
increase in ϕ i( , ). Panels D–F show the histograms of ϕ i( , )  for proportional fairness, where the shaded area 
of each bin is the proportion of bottleneck edges in the bin (see Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Information for 
max-flow and max-min fairness). Bottlenecks are saturated edges, that is edges for which Fi ≥ 0.999c, where c is 
edge capacity.
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structural network measures, but that it is broadly independent of the congestion algorithm. Real-world net-
works could uncover further insights about the interplay between the α - fair family of algorithms and network 
topology.
An analysis of the effect of network structure based solely on uniform-flow would conclude that random 
regular networks have higher throughput than scale-free networks for all values of γ and 〈k〉. Our results show 
that this conclusion is misleading. The uniform-flow approach leaves networks severely under-utilised in com-
parison with more elaborate congestion control algorithms. We showed that uniform-flow is a crude algorithm 
to gain insights about the network throughput of complex networks and our findings highlight the limitations 
of the current line of work25–33 on complex networks. Congestion control protocols such as max-min fairness or 
proportional fairness avert congestion by allocating path flows that are determined as an outcome of an opti-
misation procedure. Although the result is a higher level of inequality than in uniform-flow, these protocols 
significantly increase the network throughput and thus are superior to uniform-flow. The price to pay for elab-
orate algorithms for congestion control is that the rate λ of packet production becomes source node dependent, 
and the critical rate is no longer found analytically. It would be hard to argue, however, that these are important 
factors in the modelling of real-world congested networks. Previous work on congested complex networks with 
uniform-flow25–33 identifies congestion with the appearance of the first bottleneck. Inspired by this idea, we inves-
tigated whether the number of paths passing through individual edges can locate bottleneck edges in the more 
realistic α-fair family of algorithms. We found that congestion on complex networks can be found not only on the 
edge with the largest number of paths, but on a bigger set of edges. Such edges are crossed by a high number of 
paths, and thus have high edge betweenness, if the routeing also follows the shortest paths.
In summary, we combined two very well established and related, but so far separated, research areas: conges-
tion control and complex networks. We explained the main milestones in the more than 30-year old line of work 
in congestion control, and we compared the results from this body of literature with congestion control algo-
rithms studied in the complex networks community in the last 15 years, which identifies the onset of congestion 
by considering homogeneous (uniform) path flows. On the one hand, our results show the severe limitations of 
the uniform-flow approach, which is the conventional algorithm to study congestion in the complex networks 
literature. On the other hand, we illustrated that structural characteristics typically favoured in complex net-
works can characterise congested edges for the α-fair family of control algorithms, an approximation that has 
not received enough attention in the field of congestion control. We believe that our paper has potential to open 
the work in congestion control to complex networks scientists and, vice-versa that it will reveal the rich field of 
network science to researchers working on congestion control.
Methods
The mathematics of congestion control. Let G V ε= ( , ) be an undirected and connected graph, with 
node-set   and edge-set ε, such that edge ε∈i  has capacity ci. The network has N nodes and E edges, and a set of 
R source and sink pairs (sj, tj) with ∈s t,j j   for j = 1, …, R. Each source and sink pair (sj, tj) is connected by a path 
rj, such that  ∪= = r{ }jR j1  is the set of all source to sink paths on the network. The relationship between edges 
and paths is given by the edge-path incidence matrix H, such that Hij = 1 if edge i belongs to path rj, and Hij = 0 
otherwise. Matrix H has dimensions E × R, and maps paths to the edges contained in these paths. All edges of a 
path rj transport the same path flow fj. The flow Fi on edge i is then the sum of path flows over all paths that cross 
the edge:
∑= .
=
F H f
(6)
i
j
R
ij j
1
A vector f of path flows is feasible if ≤H f c and ≥f 0j  for = …j R1, , , where c is the vector of edge capaci-
ties. An edge is a bottleneck if the flow passing through it is equal to the edge capacity. We define the network 
congestion control problem5:
∑ α=
≤
≥ ∈ …
=
U f U f
Hf c
f j R
maximise ( ) ( , )
subject to
0 for 1, , , (7)
f j
R
j j
j
1
where α ≥ 0 is a parameter and αU f( , )j j  is defined by Eq. (1).
In max-flow (α=0), to increase a path flow by ε, we have to decrease a set of other power path flows, such that 
the sum of the decreases is larger or equal to ε. In contrast, in max-min fairness (α → ∞), to increase a path flow 
by ε, we have to decrease at least by ε a set of other path flows that are less or equal to the former. Finally, to 
increase a path flow by a percentage ε in proportional fairness (α = 1), we have to decrease a set of other power 
path flows, such that the sum of the percentage decreases is larger or equal to ε5.
Max-min fairness. Formally, a vector f of path flows is max-min fair, if it is feasible and if for any other feasi-
ble vector f ′ of path flows, there exists a path ∈ >′r f f:j j j  implies that there exists another path ∈ <
′r f f:l l l 
and ≤f fl j
17. The max-min fairness allocation is the solution of problem7 for α → ∞. The allocation is typically 
found, however, with an iterative algorithm17 that locates the bottleneck edges. The algorithm first increases all 
path flows uniformly from zero until it maximises the smallest path flows, that is until it finds the first bottleneck 
edges. The path flows on paths that pass through these bottlenecks cannot be increased because the edges are used 
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to their full capacity, and hence the algorithm fixes these path flows, and updates the residual capacity still avail-
able to other paths. Next, the process is repeated for the paths that do not have yet a fixed path flow. To describe 
the algorithm formally, we define  m( ) to be the set of paths on the network at iteration m, and i
m( ) to be the 
subset of paths in m( )  that cross through edge i. Before we start the algorithm, we assign  =(1)  and =c ci i
(1)  
for all edges, and a path flow =f 0j
(0)  to each path ∈rj
(1). Next, we initialise the iteration counter m = 1. In the 
first step of the MMF algorithm, for each edge i with non-zero capacity that belongs to at least one path, we define 
the edge capacity divided equally among all paths that pass through the edge at iteration m of the algorithm as:
=s c / , (8)i
m
i
m
i
m( ) ( ) ( )
for all ≠c 0i
m( ) . We then find the minimum of si
m( ), given by
∆ = .
ε∈ ≠
f smin
(9)
m
i c
i
m( )
, 0
( )
i
m( )
In the second step of the MMF algorithm, we increase all path flows of paths in  m( ) by ∆f m( ), such that

 
=





+ ∆ ∈
∈
.
−
−
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f f r
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The effect is to saturate the set of bottleneck edges ε ε= ∈ ∑ ∆ ==i H f c{ : }B
m
j
R
ij
m
i
m( )
1
( ) ( ) , and consequently 
also to saturate the set of paths that contain at least one bottleneck edge. Next, we create a residual network, by 
subtracting the capacity used by the path flows,
∑= − ∆ .+
=
c c H f
(11)
i
m
i
m
j
R
ij
m( 1) ( )
1
( )
Note that all bottleneck edges will be saturated, that is each will have =+c 0i
m( 1)  after this step. We also say that 
all paths that contain at least one bottleneck edge are saturated paths, to mean that their path flow will not be 
increased in subsequent iterations of the MMF algorithm. We say that  +m( 1) is the set of augmenting paths 
because the path flows of paths in +m( 1)  can still be increased in subsequent iterations of the algorithm, and 
update it following:
∪= .ε+ ∈\ (12)m m i im( 1) ( ) ( )Bm( )  
Finally, if  +m( 1) is not empty, we increase the iteration counter ← +m m 1, and go back to the first step, 
otherwise we stop.
Proportional fairness. A vector of path flows = …⁎ ⁎ ⁎f f f( , , )R1  is proportionally fair if it is feasible and if for 
any other feasible vector of path flows f, the sum of proportional changes in the path flows is non-positive37, 46:
∑
−
≤ .
=
⁎
⁎
f f
f
0
(13)j
R
j j
j1
The proportionally fair allocation is found from problem7 with the utility function in Eq 1. for α = 1, and 
we refer to this problem as the primal5. The optimisation problem is convex because the aggregate utility U(f) is 
concave and the inequality constraints are convex. Thus, any locally optimal point is also a global optimum, and 
we can use results from the theory of convex optimisation to find the proportional fair flow allocation (see refs 
47 and 48 for a brief introduction to Lagrange multipliers, and ref. 36 on convex optimisation). The Lagrangian 
is given by refs 37 and 46.
∑µ µ= + −
=
L f f c H f( , ) log( ) ( ),
(14)j
R
j
T
1
where µ µ µ= …( , , )E1  is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange dual function
36 is then given by 
µL fsup ( , )f , which is easily determined analytically by µ∂ ∂ =
⁎ ⁎L f f( , )/ 0 as
∑µ µ µ
∂
∂
= − = ⇔ =
∑
∈ …
= =
⁎ ⁎
⁎ ⁎
⁎ ⁎
⁎
L f
f f
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H
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and thus
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After removing the constant term in equation (16) and converting to a maximisation problem, we obtain the 
dual problem37, 46
∑ ∑ ∑µ µ µ
µ
=





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−
≥ ∈ …
µ = = =
V H c
i E
maximise ( ) log
subject to 0 for 1, , , (17)
j
R
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E
ij i
i
E
i i
i
1 1 1
where µ µ µ= …( , , )E1  is a vector of dual variables. The primal problem is convex and the inequality constraints 
are affine. Hence, Slater’s condition is verified and thus strong duality holds. This means that the duality gap, i.e., 
the difference between the optimal of the primal problem7 and the optimal of the dual problem17, is zero36. The 
primal objective function depends on R variables (the path flows) and is constrained by an affine system of equa-
tions, whereas the dual objective function depends on E variables (the edges) and is constrained only by the 
condition that the dual variables are non-negative. Thus, the dual problem17 is more efficient to solve than the 
primal when the number of paths exceeds number of network edges. The optimal path flows can then be recov-
ered from the optimal Lagrange multipliers with Eq. 15.
The decentralized implementation of proportional fairness relies on a feed-back mechanism on path flows5: 
multiplicatively decrease path flows of paths that pass through bottlenecks and additively increase all other path 
flows. The combination of the fast correction (multiplicative decrease) and slow ramp-up (additive increase) is the 
mechanism behind the TCP internet congestion control protocol. Crucially, this mechanism requires each bottle-
neck to send a feedback signal to the sender of each path, with the information that the path flow should be addi-
tively increased or multiplicatively decreased. Knowledge of where to place sensors and where to connect to the 
communication network that sends the feedback signals is thus important for the network designer and operator.
Uniform-flow. The uniform-flow allocation can be found for any α ≥ 0 from problem7 and Eq. (1), with an 
additional set of constraints ensuring that path flows are uniform:
= ∈ … .f f j Rfor 2, , (18)j1
The optimal uniform-flow allocation is α-invariant, because αU f( , )j j  is a monotonically increasing function 
of fj for any α ≥ 0. Algorithmically, the uniform-flow allocation can also be found as the solution to the first iter-
ation (m = 1) of the max-min fairness algorithm, since the algorithm maximises the minimum path flow alloca-
tion, and all path flows are the same at the end of the first iteration.
The onset of congestion in complex networks is often determined by the uniform-flow allocation25–33. At each 
time step, source node n generates a packet with probability λ and sends it towards the sink node along a shortest 
path. The expected number of packets in the network at each time step is λND, where D is the average shortest 
path length. Moreover, the probability that a packet will pass through a node nmax with the largest betweenness is 
∑ =B B/n nN n1max  (here, the betweenness centrality Bn of a node n equals the number of shortest paths between all 
pairs of nodes in the network going through node n [22, page 28]). The average number of packets that node nmax 
receives at each time step is thus λ= −Q DB N D/(( 1) )in nmax , where we used the simplification that the sum of the betweenness values of all nodes is the number of pairs of nodes on the network multiplied by the average path 
length, ∑ = −= B N N D( 1)nN n1 . At each time step, the node with the highest betweenness can deliver =Q cout nmax 
packets, and hence the onset of congestion is given by =Q Qout in, that is
λ = − .c N B( 1)/ (19)c n nmax max
This deduction considers a network of capacitated nodes, but we can have capacity constraints on the links 
instead, and packets may queue at the nodes for service. Congestion control algorithms are similar for node and 
link capacity, and here we analyse random networks with link capacity, because this is the standard in the model-
ling of communication networks5.
The reasoning leading to Eq. (19) assumes that the number λ −N/( 1)c  of packets injected into the network 
per path at each time step is the same for all paths, and that it is determined by the ratio between the node capacity 
cnmax and the number of paths −B N/( 1)nmax  passing through node nmax. The obvious drawback of this approach 
is that the estimate of λc in Eq. (19). considers only the first bottleneck to appear in the network, and thus under-
estimates the load typically present in congested networks.
Avoiding congestion collapse on the ring lattice. Consider a ring lattice of N nodes, each connected to 
its nearest neighbours by an edge with finite capacity c, as illustrated in Fig. 5. We relax the constraint that all 
edges of path rj transport the same path flow fj, allow instead queues to build up at the nodes, and thus edge flows 
to differ on edges along a path. User j injects a flow f (0) into the network at node ∈ …j N{1, , } on a short path j; 
the flow f j
(1) passes from node j to node +j N( 1)(mod ); the flow f j
(2) passes from node +j N( 1)(mod ) to node 
+j N( 2)(mod ) and exits the network. Consider also that node 1 is a source and sink of a long path, user N + 1, 
that passes through all nodes, with flow 
+fN
j
1
( )  on the edge linking node j to node +j N( 1)(mod ). The subscript j 
identifies the short path, as well as its first node. The superscripts (1) and (2) index the edges the short paths pass 
through, and superscript j( ) indexes edges the long path cross.
To illustrate the mechanism of congestion collapse, we assume a simple congestion control scheme that dis-
tributes the total flow = + ++ − + +
−F f f fj N j N N
j(0)
( 2)(mod ) 1
(1)
1
( 1) at node j proportionally to the paths that pass 
through the node:
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The network is not congested for < − +( )f c f /2N(0) 1(0) , and in this case the throughput is + +Nf fN(0) 1(0) . If the 
network is congested, flows decrease along a path, that is > >f f fj j
(0) (1) (2), and queues build up at each node. 
The proportional allocation of edge capacities may motivate individual users to increase f(0) in order to receive a 
larger share of network capacity. However, as the flow f(0) injected at each short path grows, the length of queues 
at the nodes also grow and the network throughput decreases. This congestion collapse is a consequence of the 
collapse of throughput both for short and long paths. Indeed, in the limit → ∞+{ }f f, N(0) 1(0) , the system of Eqs 
(20–22) yields =f c/21
(1) , =f cj
(1)  for ≥j 2 and =f 0j
(2)  for all short paths; and =+f c/2N 1
(1) , and =+f 0N
j
1
( )  for 
≥j 2 on the long path. Hence, ∑ + →= +f f 0j
N
j N
N
1
(2)
1
( ) .
Let us now assume the more restrictive condition that ≥N 2 paths carry a path flow, and consider the effect 
of controlling congestion. Because the path flow is constant on all edges along a path, we have a path flow f for 
every short path, and a path flow 
+fN 1 for the long path, such that + =+f f c2N 1  at every edge, and thus
= − .+f c f( )/2 (23)N 1
One max-flow allocation is =f c/2 and =+f 0N 1 , leaving user N + 1 with no access to the network, with a net-
work throughput of Nc/2. The max-min fair solution is = =+f f c/3N 1 , with a network throughput of +N c( 1) /3. 
The proportionally fair solution is found by maximising = + ∑ − −+ = +( )U f log c f loglog ( ) 2N jN N1 1 1  over +fN 1, 
yielding the path flow on the long path:
=
+
.+
⁎f c
N 1 (24)N 1
Combining Eqs 23 and 24 yields the proportionally fair path flow on the short paths:
Figure 5. Ring lattice with N nodes and edges, such that each edge has capacity c, with paths and nodes indexed 
clockwise from the top. Short paths inject a flow f (0) at each node and use the network for two edges before 
exiting, and a long path injects a flow 
+fN 1
(0)  at node 1 and uses all edges of the network. If we distribute edge 
capacity proportionally to flows entering the edge, the network throughput goes to zero as the flow injected at 
each node increases, because queues of increasing length build up at each node.
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=
+
.⁎f N
N
c
2( 1) (25)
Hence, the proportional fair network throughput is + +N c N( 2) /(2( 1))2 . As the size of the network 
increases, the proportional fair allocation approaches the max-flow solution, leaving the long path with ever 
smaller flow. In contrast, the max-min fair protocol assigns the same allocation to all paths independently of 
network size, at the expense of having a lower throughput than proportional fairness and max-flow. Thus, this 
example shows that proportional fairness and max-flow generate the same throughput on an infinitely size ring 
lattice, and that this is higher than the throughput provided by max-min fairness.
Network Models. We are interested in global congestion patterns, and thus require connected networks. We 
generate undirected, unweighted (i.e., unit capacity) and connected scale-free (SF) networks following the static 
model49, and call these the substrate networks. We start with N = 2000 disconnected nodes and assign a weight 
= β−w ii  to each node i ( = …i N1, , ), where β ∈ [0, 1). We randomly select two nodes i and j with probability 
proportional to wi and wj, respectively, and connect them if they are not yet connected, avoiding self-loops and 
multiedges. We repeat this procedure until the average node degree of the largest connected component is 〈k〉, 
and keep only the largest connected component. The degree distribution follows a power-law with exponent 
γ = (1+β)/β. We generate scale-free networks with average degree 〈k〉∈{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, and γ = {2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7, 
2.9, 3.1}. We treat Erdös-Rényi networks as a special case of scale-free networks for β = 0 (γ = ∞). This procedure 
generates networks with different number of nodes and edges, dependent on γ and 〈k〉. To overcome this limita-
tion, we compare each network generated by the static model with a connected random regular (RR) graph with 
the same average degree as the scale-free (SF) or Erdös-Rényi (ER) network. This RR network has the same num-
ber of nodes and edges as the corresponding SF network generated with the static model, and thus can be seen as 
a rewired graph, such that each node has a fixed degree. We then use the RR network as a null model, against 
which we analyse the features of the corresponding SF or ER network.
In real-world flow networks, most flow between a pair of source and sink nodes will be located over only 
one route50, and that is typically the shortest path because it minimises the cost of transport51, 52. Researchers 
have explored a variety of alternatives to shortest path routeing30, 51, 53, yet there is no clear alternative to shortest 
path routeing from this effort and these algorithms have often been designed for specific models and scale-free 
networks. An alternative way to determine the routeing would be to find all elementary paths (paths that do not 
traverse any node more than once) between source and sink node pairs, but this is only practical for small net-
works because the number of paths grows exponentially with network size54. Hence, we analyse routeing between 
a source and sink pair along shortest paths only. We chose R shortest paths with uniform probability from the set 
of all shortest paths, and extract the transport overlay network55 composed of the edges that are crossed by at least 
one path on the substrate network. This transport overlay network is the union of all R shortest paths, and is the 
subgraph of the substrate network that carries flow.
Gini coefficient. To characterise inequalities in the flow allocations, we analyse the Gini coefficient of path 
flows. The Gini coefficient is defined as56
∫ ∫µ µ= | − | = −
∞ ∞
G E u v u v g u g v du dv1
2
[ ] 1
2
( ) ( ) ,
(26)0 0
where u and ν are independent identically distributed random variables with probability density g and mean μ. In 
other words, the Gini coefficient is one half of the mean difference in units of the mean. The difference between 
the two variables receives a small weight in the tail of the distribution, where g u g v( ) ( ) is small, but a relatively 
large weight near the mode. Hence, G is more sensitive to changes near the mode than to changes in the tails. For 
a random sample (xl, = …l n1, 2, , ), the empirical Gini coefficient, G, may be estimated by a sample mean
µ
= ∑ ∑
−
.= =G x x
n2 (27)
l
n
o
n
l o1 1
2
The Gini coefficient is used as a measure of inequality, because a sample where the only non-zero value is x has 
µ = x n/  and hence = − →G n n( 1)/ 1 as → ∞n , whereas =G 0 if all data points have the same value
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